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The target of this paper is to introduce a language of the Tibeto-Burman group having its concentration basically in Assam. The Boro language, a language still unknown to most of the parts of the country and to the world, has a different type of structure in its kinship term and this language’s peculiarity in some points of kinship formation is highly acknowledgeable and worth discussing. The discussion of this paper will mainly be based on the structure of the kinship terms and its varieties found in the language. These language speakers have their concentrations among the Aryan speakers in Assam and are highly bilingual but this bilingualism has not influenced them in most of the fronts of kinship formations and still they are keeping intact their originality. So, through the discussion of eight major points of kinship formation process an attempt has been made to show its uniqueness which the language has inherited from its parent group.
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Introduction

Kinship terms occupy an important place in the lexical composition of the Boro language. The structure of these kinship terms is very much common to various cognate languages of Boro spreading in different North-Eastern States of India and neighboring Nepal. In most of the Tibeto-Burman languages of the region, kinship terms are basically formed with the combination of the singular forms of the personal pronouns but never with the plural forms and the honorific forms of the personal pronouns if a language has (most of the Tibeto-Burman languages have not the use of honorific forms). The formation of kinship terms in Boro language may be discussed under the heads: (1) bound base form of the kinship terms; (2) personal pronoun and bound base; (3) absence of 1st person personal pronoun; (4) combination of bound base and verb; (5) combination of personal pronoun and verb; (6) combination of personal pronoun and noun/adjective; (7) combination of personal pronoun, bound base and noun/adjective; and (8) common kinship terms.

Bound Base Form of the Kinship Terms

The first process to be mentioned here is the bound base form of the kinship terms. The bound base form of the kinship terms has no own existence in the language to represent independent meanings. But despite that, it functions as the head of the kinship terms, because without it no kinship terms can be formed in the language. These terms are -pʰa, ma, da, bɔ, bʊi, bʊu, and others and their meanings are to be understood as father, mother, elder brother, elder sister, grandmother, and grandfather without representing my, your, or his/her concept. Though they are considered to have meanings but are never used in isolation without the combination of singular forms of the personal pronouns, i.e., though they have meanings their meanings...
always need the help of the personal pronouns and so these have been identified as bound base forms of the kinship terms.

**Personal Pronouns and Bound Base**

The bound base of the kinship terms is always accompanied by the singular forms of the personal pronouns in the language and is never used with the plural forms. In Boro language, the 1st person singular has only one form but the 2nd and 3rd persons have two different forms, i.e., the non-honorific and honorific. Non-honorific forms in the language are ɰʰə (you) and bi (he/she), the 2nd and 3rd persons respectively. On the other hand, tʰə representing honorific sense is added to these two forms of the personal pronouns to form ɰʰə-tʰə > ɰʰə-thə (you), hon.) and bi-tʰə > bi-tʰə (he/she, hon.). The bound base of the kinship terms is never used with these two forms of the singular personal pronouns in the language, e.g., they are never used as ɰʰə-tʰə (you, hon.)-pʰə (father) > ɰʰə-pʰə (your father, hon.) or bi-tʰə (he/she, hon.)-ma (mother) > bi-tʰə-ma (his/her mother, hon.), etc.

As the combinations shown with the honorific forms of the 2nd and 3rd persons of personal pronouns are invalid combinations, the valid combinations of the bound base of kinship terms accompanied by personal pronouns are: aʰə (i)-pʰə (father) > aʰə-pʰə (my father), aʰə (i)-na瘫 (younger sister) > anə瘫 (my younger sister), ɰʰə (you, sing.)-buʰ (grandmother) > ɰʰə-buʰ/ɰʰə-buʰ (your grandmother), 昶ə (you, sing.)-da (elder brother) > 昶əda (your elder brother), bi (he/she)-bəzə (sister-in-law) > bəzə (his/her sister-in-law), bi (he/she)-ma (mother) > bimə (his/her mother) etc.

In the above examples, during the addition of the personal pronouns and the bound base of the kinship terms, some oblique forms are taking place in some words and in some 1st person singular aʰə (i) when added to the bound base are automatically dropping the last phoneme /θ/, and only the first vowel phoneme /a/ has been seen added to the bound base of the kinship terms. Like this, the 2nd person when added to the bound base of the kinship terms is sometimes keeping its form intact and sometimes the last phoneme i.e., the velar nasal /θ/ has been seen replaced by the bilabial nasal /m/. When a kinship term begins with bilabial plosive/stop sounds without keeping any differences of voiceless or voiced and the bilabial nasal sound then the last velar nasal sound /θ/ of the second person singular (non-hon.) turns to the bilabial nasal /m/ and when the bound base of the kinship terms begins with the sounds other than these two then the 2nd person non-honorific form of the personal pronoun remains in intact position, e.g., 昶ə (you)-sa (child)-zə (female) > 昶ə-sə (your daughter), 昶ə (you)-ha瘫 (father-in-law) > 昶ə-ha瘫 (your father-in-law), etc. In these two examples, the first example is being started with the voiceless alveolar fricative /s/, and the second example is started with the voiceless glottal fricative /h/. So, in these two examples, the personal pronoun and the bound base of the kinship terms have been added to each other without any changes. Though it can be established as a rule, in some cases during the addition of the 2nd person non-honorific form of the personal pronoun to the bound base of the kinship terms, some are combined in intact position as per the condition mentioned above and in some combinations assimilations occur. So, two parallel comments can be kept in this case, i.e., when a bound base of the kinship term starts with a bilabial plosive then the velar nasal phoneme /θ/ may either be changed to the bilabial /m/ due to assimilation or may also be kept intact without any changes, e.g., 昶ə (you, non-hon.)-ma (mother) > 昶ə-ma/昶ə-ma (your mother),昶ə (you, non-hon.)-pʰə (father) >昶ə-pʰə/昶ə-pʰə. But when the third person (non-hon.) singular form is added to any bound base of the kinship terms it remains in intact position without keeping any difference of voiced-voiceless or bilabial, alveolar and others.
Absence of 1st Person Personal Pronoun

It is not mandatory in case of the Boro language that all bound bases of the kinship terms are to be accompanied by the singular forms of the personal pronoun. There are some kinship terms which though being accompanied by the singular numbers of the 2nd and 3rd person personal pronouns are never accompanied by 1st person singular form. The examples are -bazuɔi (wife of one’s elder brother, without taking the first person form of the personal pronoun); gumuɔi (husband of one’s elder sister); biyay (father-in-law of one’s son/daughter); biyani (mother-in-law of one’s son/daughter); bɔjinay (younger brother of one’s wife), sɔŋgra (one’s son/daughter’s socially recognized father), sɔŋgi (one’s son/daughter’s socially recognized mother), etc.

The kinship terms mentioned above have represented my sense without the addition of the 1st person form of the personal pronoun aŋ (i). If one goes to these terms through the sociolinguistic point of view then it is to be said that the above mentioned relations have not any blood relation with i (me), i.e., the speaker. The relation of the above kinship terms has been established by the speaker either through the social institution of marriage or the other socially recognized convention known in society as sɔmpudɔi kʰanai. So to show its distance from the speaker, i.e., the non-direct blood relationship of these kinship terms has not been attached with the 1st person form of the personal pronoun which is seen using only with one’s own, i.e., the very near and dear ones developed from the direct blood relationship. On the other hand, the above kinship terms may be used freely with the other two singular forms of personal pronouns nŋ (you) and bi (he/she), e.g., nŋ (you)-bazuɔi (sister-in-law) > nŋbazuɔi/nŋmbazuɔi (your sister-in-law), bi (he/she)-bazuɔi (sister-in-law) > bibazuɔi (his/her sister-in-law), nŋ (you)-gumuɔi (brother-in-law) > nŋgumuɔi (your brother-in-law), bi (he/she)-gumuɔi (brother-in-law) > bigumuɔi (his/her brother-in-law), etc.

Combination of Bound Base and Verb

The number of the kinship terms formed under this process is very minimal. Till date, the author has encountered only one example of such kinship term in the language where the first person singular form of the personal pronoun is not attached to the bound base. Such kinship term in the language is maduɔi i.e., the younger sister of one’s mother and its literal meaning is the small mother, own mother being recognized as elder or big because, in the foregone days in the society when a man became widower then to look after his kids or to help him in his agricultural and household activities he remarried the younger sister of his deceased wife if available or the close relative of the same relationship of his wife. Here ma (mother, a bound base as mentioned earlier) and dui > duɔi (be small), the combination of the two is becoming maduɔi. This same relation is also used to the co-wife of his/her father by the sons/daughters of the first wife. To represent the younger sister of one’s mother by the speaker the first person singular number of the personal pronoun is never used and when it is used to represent yours and his/her then it can take the 2nd and 3rd person singular forms of the personal pronoun plus bound base of the kinship term plus verb and may be termed as an extended form of the kinship term maduɔi, e.g., nŋ (you)-ma (mother)-dui–duɔi (be small) > nŋmaduɔi/nŋmaduɔ (the younger sister of your mother), bi (he/she)-ma (mother)-dui–duɔi (be small) > bimaduɔi (the younger sister of his/her mother). The non-attachment of the 1st person singular form with the kinship term maduɔi may be explained in the way that there is a preconception that the co-wife (younger one) of one’s father always becomes envy to the

---

1 A kind of social norm where a relation can be established between different sex and age groups by following some rituals and by the articulation of charms by the priest. The relation can be of brother-sister, parents-son/daughter and the like.
sons/daughters of her elder co-wife. This may be the reason that in the society she was never considered as close to the children of the elder co-wife and this very concept was applied even to the younger sister of one’s mother as sometimes she also becomes the co-wife (younger) of her elder sister.

Combination of Personal Pronoun and Verb

The combination of this type of kinship term is also very limited in the language and as mentioned just above under this process also the author has encountered only one such term and is aduṣī (one’s father’s younger brother/uncle). This term is used to represent uncle in the standard language but in some dialects of the language due to semantic change it represents one’s mother’s younger sister or one’s father’s younger brother’s wife. This term is composed of one 1st person singular pronoun ἀη (i) and the verb duṣī (be small) > duṣī, but when it represents your and his/her father’s younger brother this duṣī is changed to tʰuṣī. The term aduṣī represents only mine and when duṣī is used with the 2nd and 3rd persons then it takes the form of ἀη (you)-tʰuṣī (the d phoneme of duṣī changing to the voiceless aspirated tʰ) > ἀη-μuṣī (your father’s younger brother) and bi (he/she)-tʰuṣī > bibtʰuṣī (his/her father’s younger brother). In ἀη-μuṣī, i.e., in the 2nd person the voiced velar nasal /ŋ/ has been changed to the voiced bilabial nasal /m/ because of its having the voiced alveolar /d/ in the original form and it has no relation with its changing to the voiceless alveolar /tʰ/ as shown in the example. On the other hand, in the term bibtʰuṣī, a voiced bilabial plosive /b/ has been inserted in between a pronoun and the bound base. The combination of the personal pronoun and verb and its representation of two different meanings in different dialects of the language seems to be interesting. The term aduṣī which is representing different meanings in dialects (to represent mine) takes separate forms for males and females when used with the 2nd and 3rd persons, e.g., ἀη (you)-tʰuṣī > ἀη-μuṣī (your father’s younger brother) and bi (he/she)-tʰuṣī > bibtʰuṣī (his/her father’s younger brother) for males and ἀη (you)-μa (mother)-duṣī > μuṣmaduṣī/μuṣmaduṣī (your mother’s younger sister), bi (he/she)-μa (mother)-duṣī (be small) > bimaduṣī (his/her mother’s younger sister) for females.

Combination of Personal Pronoun and Noun/Adjective

Kinship term in the Boro language is also formed with the combination of the 1st person singular form and one noun/adjective. The kinship term formed under this structure is only one and the term is anuṣī used to represent wife of one’s maternal uncle or the elder or younger sister of one’s father. This word is composed of ἀη (i) and τύ (two), and during combination of both the last consonant phoneme of the pronoun ἀη, i.e., /ŋ/ is temporarily dropped and the literal meaning of this word is to be represented as “my two”, i.e., and another close relative whose status is immediately after the mother in the society. Because in the society there are a lot of children who are taken care of by their anuṣī from early childhood till maturity and they also pay respect to her as their mother.

Combination of Personal Pronoun, Bound Base, and Noun/Adjective

The one more process of formation of the kinship terms is the combination of the 2nd and 3rd person singular personal pronouns with the bound base of the kinship terms and the nouns/adjectives. This kind of kinship term is also not so abundant in the language and is better to discuss from the sociolinguistic point of view. One such term is μuṃmuṣuṇu/μuṃmuṇu/μuṃmuṇu (your father’s elder or younger sister or your mother’s elder or younger brother’s wife) and bimanuṣī (his/her father’s elder/younger sister or his/her mother’s
elder or younger brother’s wife). These kinship terms are composed of ɰη (you)-ma (mother)-ɰη (two/second) > ɰηմանɰու (the literal meaning is your second mother) and bi (she)-ma (mother)-ɰη (two) > մանɰու (literal meaning is his/her second mother). This kinship term has the status and role of the second mother in the society, because in the foregone days (though it is almost extinct in the modern society having nuclear family), the boys and girls were very much attached to their maternal uncle’s family or to the family of his/her father’s elder or younger sister and in most of the time for their study they selected the family of the maternal uncle and also the family of their father’s elder or younger sister. At that time, he/she was to be taken care of by մանɰու or բիանɰու of the family as their children. From this concept and the duty and responsibility assigned to them may be this term has developed in the society long years back from today. The other such terms are ɰηմանɰու and բիանɰու. The structures of these two kinship terms are also almost similar to the structure of the kinship terms ɰηմանɰու and բիանɰու. These two kinship terms may be broken as ɰη (you, sing.)-ma (mother, temporarily dropping the sound /m/, because in Boro society age is not a great factor to get the honor or status basically in case of kinship terms)-ɰη (two) and bi (he/she)-ma (mother)-ɰη (two) representing the meanings of your niece and his/her niece respectively and in both the examples one personal pronoun, one bound base and one noun/adjective have been added.

**Common Kinship Terms**

In Boro society, no different kinship terms are found relating to the male or female lineage. What one calls the parents of his/her father will be the same to the parents of his/her mother, e.g., աբու (maternal or paternal grandfather) and աբու (maternal or paternal grandmother). On the other hand, the terms for the elder brother of one’s father and the elder sister of one’s mother are also the same. When a speaker addresses both of them it will be the same ա (i)- ա > ա (one semi-vowel has automatically been appeared in between a pronoun and a bound base of kinship term temporality dropping the last consonant phoneme of the pronoun ) and during reference it will be ա-ա (elder brother of your father, elder sister of your mother) and bi (he/she)-ma-ա (elder brother of his/her father or elder sister of his/her mother). How the bound form ma representing mother or female has been used to represent both the genders in the language is interesting, and it represents the preference and status given to the women in the society. When one is to differentiate between the male and female then the attributes համար and հինգար representing respectively male and female are to be used after the term ա, and in case of the 2nd and 3rd persons these two terms representing male and female may either be preceded or followed though the most accepted norm is the following of the noun. On the other hand, there is no concept of cousin brother or cousin sister in the language and all are considered and addressed as siblings of the same parents and what one addresses to his/her own siblings he/she will address in the same way to the siblings of his/her father’s siblings’ and mother’s siblings’ sons and daughters. On the other hand, in the traditional village society, all the villagers use different terms of address and references to each other based on the age and social status.

**Conclusions**

(1) Generally, the kinship terms of the Boro language cannot exist in its own without the help of the singular forms of the personal pronouns (not the honorific form of personal pronouns), so the terms like father, mother, and others used in English have no relevance in Boro language;
(2) The kinship terms which have no paternal or maternal lineage with the speaker generally do not take the 1st person forms of the singular personal pronoun though they can take the 2nd and the 3rd persons along with them;

(3) Some exceptions are also seen to the comment mentioned in case of the term maduqi. The reason may be that it represents two relations, one is used to represent the younger sister of one’s mother and the other one is used to represent the step mother called bihari/bihariqi in Boro which has also the meaning of “enemy” besides co-wife (the 2nd wife is thought to be the enemy of the 1st wife because of sharing her everything) in the language. May be this is the reason that to generalize these two terms the first person form of the personal pronoun has not been attached to it though the 2nd and 3rd persons are seen using;

(4) The Boros give equal value and status to the relatives of the mother and father and that is the reason that there are no different terms to represent the parents of mother and father, the maternal uncles and their wives, and also father’s elder and younger sisters and their husbands;

And (5) The elder brother of one’s father and the elder sister of one’s mother share the same term without keeping any difference of sex in the society. When it is to be specified then only the male and female representing terms like hua (male) and hinza (female) are to be used before or after the common kinship term though the most regular one is using after the noun.
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